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Our capacity of defining 
methodological, and technical 

solutions for building repertories 
has been much more effective that 

our success in creating new 
solutions for using in an attractive 

way the huge amount of digital 
contents that we are accumulating.



Perhaps we are so pressed by the 
priority of collecting, that we are not 

paying the same attention to the 
creativity

issues, i.e. the capacity of inventing 
interesting and attractive ways to 

use the new tools and services.



The cinema is an
invention without a 

future. 





We need people able to transform the 
potential of digital cultural services in 

something really used by a large
number of people.



Creating an innovative tool does not 
imply that we are also able to use 

this tool in the proper way…

It runs on helium



"I'll be happy to be your creativity thinker. 
What are the guidelines?”

… but requires specific skills



Maybe the people we need are not the 
same that are now creating the tool, 
and we must be ready also to ask the 
help of people with different skills, to

better exploit what we are not fully
able to use. 



… marketing innovation …

When the inventor of the wheel met the inventor of the deal 



… looking for additional financial
resources still missing…

“Bad news Tom – due to European funding cut-backs we
can not put your head back !”



…making a better use of technology

Dont worry, technology will save you



We do not have today solutions
already tested and ready to use, and 

are open and interested to any
suggestion and type of cooperation…



This is an open issue and all the ideas 
have to be carefully listen and analysed

Any one else have any bright ideas ?



This is why we are open to use the last 
months of the ATHENA project to

listen to the ideas and discuss
possible strategies for improving the 

use of the information of European
museums and increase their

potential.



se in vece fossimo 
riusciti ad annoiarvi, 

credete che non s'è fatto 
apposta. 



Thank you for your attention

I need somebody well versed in the art of torture –
Do you know Power-Point ?


